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 It allows users to edit the machining paths and perform post-processing operations. The two-axis edition of EFICN SW
provides up to eight milling axes. The four-axis edition provides up to 12 machining axes (5 and 4-axis machining). EFICN can
be used to machine surfaces, mill, drill, and tap holes. It is also an add-on to EFIC  for 3-axis turning. EFICN SW  is written in

Python and C++. The EFICN SW  application has been released under the GPL. EFICN SW  has been certified in the ISO
TC251 standard (ISO/IEC 17025:2005) References ISO/IEC 17025:2005 DIN EN ISO 15711:2007:2008, American National
Standard for Electronic Design Control of Precision Machining of Components by Computerized NC-Programs - Numerical
control (CNC) for the automation of automatic machining by means of automated tool handling in numerical control systems
ISO/IEC 17025:2005 (E) Electronic Design Control of Precision Machining of Components by Computerized NC-Programs -
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Guidelines for Testing and Verifying Computerized NC-Programs. European Standard External links Official website Official
website (English) Category:Numerical control Category:Numerical programming languages Category:Python libraries

Category:Science software for Linux Category:Free software programmed in Python Category:Free computer programming
toolsAttorneys for Mitt Romney and President Obama today agreed on the terms of the nation's first big-budget political

campaign ad, but a spokesman for the Romney camp says the governor's spot will not include references to President Obama's
birth certificate. Ahead of tonight's presidential debate in Denver, Romney and Obama campaigns agreed on the wording of

Romney's 60-second attack ad, which will run during the Republican National Convention in August. The Obama camp agreed
to a rare ad buy from the Republican, according to two people familiar with the pact. Obama's ad, which is scheduled to run in
major markets including Boston and Chicago, will highlight a video clip of Obama mocking Romney for his steadfast refusal to
release the certificate. "President Obama has released his birth certificate. But Mitt Romney won't. He's not ready to do it," the

president says in the ad. "Mitt Romney won't even say where he 520fdb1ae7
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